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Question 1 

A，D 

B，E 



D 

(i) Good. About 50% of the candidates 

answered this question correctly. But, some 

candidates were not aware that the blood 

clots (D) formed on the wounds also 

constitute a physical barrier. 



(ii) Poor. Only about 20% of the candidates 

answered this question correctly. Many 

wrongly chose antibodies (C) as the 

chemical  barrier, confusing first and second 

lines of defence.  





Bullet Point 1: antigen 抗原 

Bullet Point 2: pathogen 病原體 

Bullet Point 3: phagocytosis 吞噬作用  

Good. About 19% of the candidates scored 

full marks in this question. 



形成一個大質量 / 團狀  ／ 凝集 

有助 / 促進 Q 進行吞噬作用 

Many candidates failed to give accurate 

descriptions of the roles of P in phagocytosis. 



Bullet Point 3 ( Alternative answer ) 

 

 



 

 

P 黏附病原體表面的抗原 

P 凝集病原體形成一團 

Many candidates mixed up the terms antigens, 

antibodies and pathogens. As a result, they 

gave wrong answers. 



Question 5 



Good 



Bullet Point 2 

 

oxygen is taken up by blood 



Bullet Point 2 

 oxygen is taken up by blood 



Bullet Point 4 

 

 

 

 

the cells in air sacs 



vessel A contains less glucose than vessel B 



沉積了一層硬化的塵埃 



the hardened layer of dust deposit reduces the 

elasticity of the lung  

hence a smaller lung volume when the lung inflates 

硬化的塵埃沉積物減低肺的彈性 

當肺擴張時肺容量較細 

Poor 



Many candidates simply gave the adverse 

effects on gas exchange. They neither made 

reference to the conditions of the lung disease 

nor gave descriptions of how the dust 

deposits brought about the effects. 









Question 6 





Excellent. About 87% of the candidates gave 

the correct sucrose solution concentration. 

About 50% of the candidates gave a clear 

explanation of how they arrived at the answer. 



沒有水分淨移動 



0.3M 



NOT blot dry the surface 

of the potato cylinders 
 

Increase the initial mass 
 

Poor 









Very poor 





Many candidates did not distinguish 
accuracy (準確度) from reliability (可信
度). 

They mistakenly thought that measuring the 
change in mass of three potato cylinders 
would increase the accuracy of the 

experiment. In fact, accuracy refers to 
the exactness or precision of a 
measurement. For example, using an 
electronic balance instead of a triple beam 
balance would increase the accuracy.  



Reliability refers to the degree with 
which repeated observations and 
measurements taken under identical 
circumstances will yield the same 
results. In this case, the water potential of 
the potato cells might vary between 
different parts of the same potato. Therefore, 
taking repeated measurements would allow 
one to detect if there were individual 
differences and if such differences would 
affect the reliability of the results. 



starch granule / grain 

amyloplast 

澱粉粒 / 顆粒 

澱粉體 

cell wall 細胞壁 

Satisfactory 



label structure X and Y  





Poor 



Bullet Point 2 ( Alternative answer ) 

 

 



potato crops 馬鈴薯農作物 



Question 10 



Very Good. About 70% of the candidates 

provided a clear description of the 

relationship between the rate of transpiration 

and the stem diameter. 



no need to high-light the causal relationship 

Some candidates failed to figure out the causal 

relationship. 





this force pulls the xylem vessel’s walls inwards 

這力度把木質導管的壁往內拉扯 

Very poor 



this force pulls the xylem vessel’s walls inwards 

這力度把木質導管的壁往內拉扯 





Poor 





to withstand the negative pressure of the 

transpiration pull / prevent the collapse of 

xylem vessels 

令木質導管可以抵禦蒸騰拉力的負壓 /  

避免木質導管塌陷 



hollow tube 中空的管道 






